
Acrylic Sculpting
Reverse Application (Sculptured)
Preparation
1.  Use Cleanse to sanitize both you and your client’s hands. Cleanse will leave a light lemon scent without 

drying the way other sanitizers do.

2.  Push back all cuticles with the Magic Wand. Make sure you push and lift the cuticle away from the nail plate. 
Use the bladed end to scrape away any protein growth from under the cuticle and growth channel areas. 

3.  Use 150-180 grit file to remove shine from nail surface. Remember to remove shine in one direction when 
hand filing. Start at the cuticle area and come down the sidewalls. Repeat on the opposite side. 

4.  Remove the balance of any shine by following through the body of the natural nail. After shine has been 
removed, dust away nail filings with manicure brush. Saturate cotton wipe with Swipe and then scrub the nail 
plate to remove any residual oil and contaminants. 

5.  Apply 2 coats of Protein Bond to natural nail. Do not flood the surrounding skin with Protein Bond. This 
can lead to overexposure and irritation.

Application
1.  Pick up a pearl sized appropriately for the finger and apply pearl to the cuticle area. (A great way to judge 

the amount is usually half the size of the nail plate.) As the pearl starts to run toward the free edge, maintain 
the thinness around the perimeter of the nail while keeping the bulk at the stress area. Using a flat tip, 
create a barrier between the cuticle area and the natural nail to create flushness with the acrylic to the 
natural nail. Use the tip of your brush to swipe the smile line in reverse. Make sure the thickness is the same 
from one side to the other.

2. Apply forms correctly to natural nail. (Refer to forms guideline for proper form application)

3.  Press product (White or Glitter mix) flush to the smile line. Don’t worry about over-applying past the smile 
because the product will file away to leave a crisp smile line. Make sure sidewalls are straight and product is 
tucked into growth channel corners.

4. Use C-Curve sticks to adjust the proper 180º C-Curve. Use the Magic Wand to hold the Curve in place.

5.  File enhancement with I-Formation filing road map to establish proper nail structure. (Refer to proper filing 
in I-Formation road map section).

6. Apply one coat of Finish gel sealer to both hands and cure for 2 minutes. 

7.  Use Rose Oil to condition the free edge and the cuticle area. Using Rose Oil on a daily basis will condition 
the matrix, hyponicium, and free edge, preventing them from getting dry and brittle.



Flawless French Sculpts — Acrylic Traditional Application
1.  Use Cleanse to sanitize both you and your client’s hands. Cleanse will leave a light lemon scent without the 

drying the way many other sanitizers do.

2.  Push back cuticles with the spoon side of the Magic Wand. Make sure you push and lift the cuticle away from 
the nail plate. Use the bladed end to scrape away any protein growth from under the cuticle and nail groove 
area. 

3.  Using 150/150 or 180/180 grit file or medium arbor band, remove shine from the natural nail. If you are using 
an electric file, do not apply pressure. Let the gentle rotation of the bands remove shine without pressure.

4. Use your Swipe with a lint-free square wipe and scrub the nail plate free of all oil and contaminants. 

5.  Apply 2 coats of Protein Bond to the exposed natural nail. Protein Bond leaves a tacky layer to which the 
product will adhere. Make sure the surface stays sticky.

The first step for successful sculpts is proper form application (see Nail Form Advantage guide). The forms 
must be applied to the finger with zero separation under the free edge. In addition, the sidewalls must be 
straight and the growth channels must be free. Once the forms have been applied to all the fingers, the 
proper pearl must be picked up to have the most success. Young Nails has two working powders to suit your 
application style (Core and Speed). Your skill level and the temperature in the salon will determine which 
powder to use. 

Sculpt Like The Artist You Are
Use The Following Guidelines For Proper Free Edge Sculpting 
1.  Immerse your Artistic Sculptor Brush or Pro Sculptor Brush fully in the dampen dish with your nail liquid. 

Remove liquid from one side of the brush by pulling brush hair against side of dampen dish from the base of 
ferrule to the tip of the brush. 

2.  Use one side of the brush tip to pick up a perfect pearl. Next, place the brush in the powder by holding the 
flattened tip on the surface. Whatever you do, don’t drag the brush through the powder.

3.  Place pearl at center of free edge and press evenly both across and up to the corner of the smile with the 
body of the brush (choose left or right side). Hold side wall evenly, and press acrylic across and up to 
opposite side of the smile. By holding the tip of the brush at a 45º angle behind the smile, you can carve a 
groove at the smile to ensure proper groove depth. This will prevent the white from shadowing when using 
bright pink powders. Make sure that the free edge is an even surface all the way across and that the depth of 
the smile is an even groove from corner to corner. Sweeeeet!

4.  Place a pink or clear pearl behind smile and press from side to side. Make sure that the pearl is as flush 
to the natural nail as possible. Patting too vigorously will cause bubbling. The best method is pressing the 
acrylic into place.



5.  The final pearl should be applied with the tip of the brush acting as a barrier between the natural nail and 
the product at the cuticle area. Make sure that you lay the product at the cuticle area flush with the nail 
plate. If there are any ledges after the product dries, there’s a greater chance that excess filing can create 
future lifting. Too dry or wet of an application or touching the cuticle area can cause lifting. Make sure that 
the flat surface of the brush contours to the shape of the natural nail when laying down your cuticle area. 

HINT: If the pearl you pick up is too wet, try bleeding the excess liquid from your brush 
before picking up the pearl. This will prevent the product from running all over the nail.

6. Use C-Curve sticks to adjust the proper 180º C-Curve. Use your Magic Wand to hold the C-Curve in place.

7. Please refer to I-Formation guidelines for proper finishing techniques.

8. Apply one coat of Finish gel sealer to both hands and cure for 2 minutes. 

9.  Use Rose Oil to condition the free edge and the cuticle area. Using Rose Oil on a daily basis will condition 
the matrix, hyponicium and free edge, preventing them from getting dry and brittle.


